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Long Idea: Lear Corporation (LEA)
Finding undervalued firms in a beaten down industry is a staple of true value investing. Impressive profit growth
and a valuation well below peers helped land this stock on July’s Most Attractive Stocks list. Even better, aligning
executive compensation with return on invested capital (ROIC) earns the stock a spot on July’s Linking Exec
Comp to ROIC Model Portfolio. Lear Corporation (LEA: $113/share) is also this week’s Long Idea.
Impressive Profit Growth
Since 2010, Lear Corp’s after-tax profit (NOPAT) has grown by 10% compounded annually to $1 billion in 2015
and $1.1 billion over the last twelve months. Lear’s NOPAT margin has seen slight improvement, from 5% in
2010 to 6% TTM. See Figure 1.
Figure 1: Lear Corp’s Rising Profits

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings

Further highlighting the strength of Lear’s business, the company generated $1.1 billion in cumulative free cash
flow since 2011 and earns a top-quintile 16% return on invested capital (ROIC) over the last twelve months.
Improvements In ROIC Correlated With Growing Shareholder Value
Lear Corp’s 16% ROIC is well above the 9% average of the 29 Auto Parts & Equipment companies under
coverage. Earning a top-quintile ROIC is impressive, especially since ROIC is directly correlated with creating
shareholder value. Figure 2 shows that ROIC explains 57% of the changes in stock valuation for those 29 Auto
Parts & Equipment companies and that LEA is among the cheapest of this group. Considering Lear Corp links
executive compensation to improvements in ROIC (more on this below), investors should be confident that
executive interests are aligned with shareholders.
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Figure 2: ROIC’s Correlation With Stock Valuation

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings

Executive Compensation Tied To ROIC – Key To Creating True Value
Lear Corp’s executive compensation plan has recognized the importance of ROIC. Two-thirds of long-term
incentive awards are directly tied to achieving a target ROIC. Long-term awards make up 52% of CEO pay and
44% of other executives’ pay. We would like to see an even greater amount of executive pay tied to ROIC, but
as it stands, Lear Corp’s executive compensation plan is among the best we’ve seen at aligning the interests of
executives with those of shareholders. Compared to firms whose plans focus solely on non-GAAP metrics or
targets that have nothing to do with creating shareholder value, Lear’s plan lowers the risk of investing in the
company’s stock because we know executives are held accountable for creating real profits.
Lear Corp’s Profitability Tops Main Competitor
Lear Corporation operates in two distinct segments, seating and electrical, which accounted for 77% and 23% of
2015 revenues, respectively. As such, it faces competition primarily from Johnson Controls (JCI), in house
operations, and Faurecia S.A., Toyota Boshoku, and TS Tech, which are part owned by large auto
manufacturers Peugeot, Toyota (TM), and Honda Motor. In the smaller electronics segment, Delphi Automotive
(DLPH) and TE Connectivity (TEL) provide competition. As can be seen in Figure 3, Lear Corp earns a higher
ROIC than its main competitor JCI. At the same time, it’s clear that the electronics segment (DLPH and TEL)
provides higher margins than the seating segment. However, with the majority of Lear’s revenue coming from the
seating segments, its superior margin and ROIC provide pricing power and operational flexibility.
Figure 3: Lear’s Strong Profitability
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Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.

Bear Concerns Should Not Apply Equally Throughout Industry
The greatest bear concern, as with any consumer discretionary stock, is the current and future state of the
economy. As it pertains to Lear Corp, the health of the consumer and the willingness to purchase new vehicles
directly impacts Lear’s results. Most bear arguments revolve around the lowered expectations of auto sales or
weak sales data across different auto manufacturers. In fac,t in late June, Bank of America cut its U.S. auto
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sales forecast for 2016 and downgraded many auto parts suppliers in the process. However, this downgrade
may be premature and should not be taken as a blanket statement across the entire industry.
In 2015, Ford (F) and General Motors (GM) accounted for 23% and 20% Lear’s net sales, respectively.
Additionally, BMW accounted for an additional 10% of sales. For bears down on the entire auto industry, it’s
worth noting the sales growth from each of these manufacturers through the first half of 2016:
•
•
•
•

Ford’s U.S. sales are up 5% year-over-year and the firm achieved its best first half results in a decade.
General Motor’s U.S. sales are up 1% year-over-year
General Motor’s China sales are up 5% year-over-year
BMW Global sales were up 6% year-over year

More recently, GM achieved record profits coupled with record sales in China when it reported 2Q16 results. It’s
clear that Lear’s three biggest customers are having excellent starts to 2016. Worldwide in 1Q16, year-over year
automotive production was up 5% in the U.S., up 3% in Europe and Africa, up 1% in Asia, and down 28% in
South America. However, South America represented only 2% of Lear’s sales in 1Q16, thereby minimizing the
impact of the region’s economic struggles.
Despite bear claims to the contrary, the automotive market is still on pace to set a new record in 2016. While
concerns of an impending automotive collapse seem unfounded, that hasn’t stopped the market from pricing
LEA as if its profits will significantly decline from 2015 levels, as we’ll show below.
Valuation Implies Automotive Collapse
LEA is down 7% year-to-date, as the market has bought into the negativity focused on the automotive market
and ignored many positives. The disconnect between share price and the profits of the business has left LEA
undervalued and creates a great buying opportunity. At its current price of $113/share, Lear Corp has a price to
economic book value (PEBV) ratio of 0.7. This ratio means that the market expects Lear’s NOPAT to
permanently decline 30% from current levels. This expectation runs contrary to Lear’s profit growth since 2010.
Even if Lear were to never again grow profits from current levels, the economic book value, or no growth value of
the firm is $161/share – a 42% upside from current valuation.
However, if Lear can maintain TTM NOPAT margins (5.9%) and grow NOPAT by just 5% compounded annually
for the next decade, the stock is worth $173/share today – a 54% upside. This scenario also assumes that Lear’s
spending on working capital and fixed assets will be 3% of revenue, which is the average change in invested
capital as a percent of revenue since 2010.
Buy Backs Plus Dividend Offer 9% Yield
Lear Corp has $845 million remaining under its current repurchase authorization, which expires end of year
2017. In 1Q16 alone, Lear repurchased $155 million worth of stock (2% of market cap) If Lear maintains its
repurchase activity consistent with 1Q16, the remaining authorization will last just over 1 year and the firm would
repurchase $620 million in stock in 2016. $620 million represents 7.4% of the current market cap, which provides
investors a total yield of 9% when combined with Lear’s 1.1% dividend yield.
Automotive Strength and New Technology Will Propel Shares
Continued growth in total automobiles sold will have the largest impact on LEA. The first half of 2016 has
provided a strong base with which to build upon, and if the firm can continue increasing its margins amidst
growing sales, LEA will be an excellent long-term position.
However, the company’s success is not solely tied to increased purchases of automobiles. As technology in cars
increases, with the introduction of Wi-Fi, infotainment systems, and ultimately autonomous vehicles, the need for
complex wiring and safer seating solutions creates an excellent opportunity for Lear. The firm already supplies
systems that connect the major electronic systems within a car, and the increasing complexity of these systems
can directly lead to increases sales. In the meantime, investors are getting paid pretty well to wait given the 9%
yield (dividend and buyback), which sure beats the current treasury yields and interest rates.
Insider Trends/ Short Sales Raise No Red Flags
Over the past 12 months, insiders have purchased 457,000 shares and sold 586,000 shares for a net effect of
129,000 insider shares sold. This amount represents less than 1% of shares outstanding. Additionally, short
interest sits at 3.5 million shares, or just under 5% of shares outstanding.
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Impact of Footnotes Adjustments and Forensic Accounting
In order to derive the true recurring cash flows, an accurate invested capital, and a real shareholder value, we
made the following adjustments to Lear Corp’s 2015 10-K:
Income Statement: we made $521 million of adjustments with a net effect of removing $258 million in nonoperating expenses (1% of revenue). We removed $390 million related to non-operating expenses and $131
million related to non-operating income. See all adjustments made to LEA’s income statement here.
Balance Sheet: we made $2.6 billion of adjustments to calculate invested capital with a net increase of $636
million. The most notable adjustment was $730 million (13% of net assets) related to other comprehensive
income. See all adjustments to LEA’s balance sheet here.
Valuation: we made $3 billion of adjustments with a net effect of decreasing shareholder value by $2.5 billion.
Despite this decrease in shareholder value, LEA remains undervalued. The largest adjustment to shareholder
value was the removal of $2.3 billion in total debt, which includes $389 million in off balance sheet operating
leases. This debt adjustment represents 27% of LEA’s market cap.
Attractive Funds That Hold LEA
The following funds receive our Attractive-or-better rating and allocate significantly to Lear Corp.
1. WBI Tactical SMG Shares (WBIA) – 4.1% allocation and Attractive rating
2. Catalyst/Lyons Hedged Premium Return Fund (CLPFX) – 3.0% allocation and Very Attractive rating
3. WBI Tactical SMS Shares (WBID) – 2.8% allocation and Attractive rating.
4. Federated MDT Mid Cap Growth Strategies Fund (FGSIX) – 2.6% allocation and Attractive rating.
5. PowerShares DWA Consumer Cyclicals Momentum (PEZ) – 2.5% allocation and Very Attractive rating.
This report originally published here on July 22, 2016.
Disclosure: David Trainer and Kyle Guske II receive no compensation to write about any specific stock, style, or
theme.
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New Constructs® – Profile
How New Constructs Creates Value for Clients
We find it. You benefit. Cutting-edge technology enables us to scale our forensic accounting
expertise across 3000+ stocks. We shine a light in the dark corners of SEC filings so our clients
can make safer, more informed decisions.
Our stock rating methodology instantly informs you of the quality of the business and the fairness of
the stock’s valuation. We do the diligence on earnings quality and valuation so you don’t have to.
In-depth risk/reward analysis underpins our ratings. Our rating methodology grades every stock, ETF,
and mutual fund according to what we believe are the 5 most important criteria for assessing the
quality of an equity. Each grade reflects the balance of potential risk and reward of buying that
equity. Our analysis results in the 5 ratings described below. Very Attractive and
Attractive correspond to a "Buy" rating, Very Dangerous and Dangerous correspond to a "Sell"
rating, while Neutral corresponds to a "Hold" rating.
QUESTION: Why shouldn’t fund research be as good as stock research? Why should fund investors
rely on backward-looking price trends?
ANSWER: They should not.
Don’t judge a fund by its cover. Take a look inside at its holdings and understand the quality of
earnings and valuation of the stocks it holds. We enable you to choose the best fund based on its
stock-picking merits so you do not have to rely solely on backward-looking technical metrics.
The drivers of our forward-looking fund ratings are Portfolio Management (i.e. the aggregated ratings
of its holdings) and Total Annual Costs. The Total Annual Costs Rating (details here) captures the
all-in cost of being in a fund over a 3-year holding period, the average period for all fund investors.

Our Philosophy About Research
Accounting data is not designed for equity investors, but for debt investors. Accounting data must be
translated into economic earnings to understand the profitability and valuation relevant to equity
investors. Respected investors (e.g. Adam Smith, Warren Buffett and Ben Graham) have repeatedly
emphasized that accounting results should not be used to value stocks. Economic earnings are what
matter because they are:
1. Based on the complete set of financial information available.
2. Standard for all companies.
3. A more accurate representation of the true underlying cash flows of the business.

Additional Information
Incorporated in July 2002, New Constructs is an independent publisher of investment research that
provides clients with consulting and research services. We specialize in quality-of-earnings, forensic
accounting and discounted cash flow valuation analyses for all U.S. public companies. We translate
accounting data from 10Ks into economic financial statements, i.e. NOPAT, Invested Capital, and
WACC, to create economic earnings models, which are necessary to understand the true profitability
and valuation of companies. Visit the Free Archive to download samples of our research. New
Constructs is a BBB accredited business and a member of the Investorside Research Association.
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DISCLOSURES
New Constructs®, LLC (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, “New Constructs”) is an independent organization with no
management ties to the companies it covers. None of the members of New Constructs’ management team or the management team of any
New Constructs’ affiliate holds a seat on the Board of Directors of any of the companies New Constructs covers. New Constructs does not
perform any investment or merchant banking functions and does not operate a trading desk.
New Constructs’ Stock Ownership Policy prevents any of its employees or managers from engaging in Insider Trading and restricts any
trading whereby an employee may exploit inside information regarding our stock research. In addition, employees and managers of the
company are bound by a code of ethics that restricts them from purchasing or selling a security that they know or should have known was
under consideration for inclusion in a New Constructs report nor may they purchase or sell a security for the first 15 days after New
Constructs issues a report on that security.

DISCLAIMERS
The information and opinions presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered
as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or other financial instruments. New Constructs has not taken any steps to ensure
that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor and nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice. This report includes general information that does not take into account your individual circumstance, financial
situation or needs, nor does it represent a personal recommendation to you. The investments or services contained or referred to in this
report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about any
such investments or investment services.
Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by New Constructs to be reliable, but
New Constructs makes no representation as to their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability, timeliness or completeness. New Constructs
accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the information presented in this report, and New Constructs makes no warranty as to
results that may be obtained from the information presented in this report. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or
guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information
and opinions contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by New Constructs and are subject to change
without notice. New Constructs may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different
conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of
the analysts who prepared them and New Constructs is under no obligation to insure that such other reports are brought to the attention of
any recipient of this report.
New Constructs’ reports are intended for distribution to its professional and institutional investor customers. Recipients who are not
professionals or institutional investor customers of New Constructs should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to
making any investment decision or for any necessary explanation of its contents.
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any
locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which
would be subject New Constructs to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
This report may provide the addresses of websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to New Constructs own website material,
New Constructs has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility for the content therein. Such address or hyperlink (including
addresses or hyperlinks to New Constructs own website material) is provided solely for your convenience and the information and content of
the linked site do not in any way form part of this report. Accessing such websites or following such hyperlink through this report shall be at
your own risk.
All material in this report is the property of, and under copyright, of New Constructs. None of the contents, nor any copy of it, may be altered
in any way, copied, or distributed or transmitted to any other party without the prior express written consent of New Constructs. All
trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of New
Constructs.
Copyright New Constructs, LLC 2003 through the present date. All rights reserved.
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